For God and Country

“Whatever you do to the least of my brother you do unto me”

Dear Sebastian and friends,
We are very happy to wish you the joy and peace of Christmas and also a prosperous new year!
This is a time of thanksgiving. First of all I thank Almighty for all the wonderful deeds he had done
for us through our friends and benefactors throughout the year. During the past ten years, by the
grace of God and your support we could do many of our plans and projects. During our daily prayers
we are remembering all of you our benefactors. There is a special prayer we pray daily in the
morning for our benefactors. Let your mind and hands never get tired in your charitable activities.
I would like to share few of the above mentioned matters.
In this hilly area this is the only multispecialty hospital. So all the cardiac cares, accident cares and
other natural calamities happen people rush to this hospital first. Only those which we can’t manage
here we will refer to the distant specialty hospital. It is because of your help that our hospital
managed so far.
1. Cardiac monitor, ventilator, Dialysis machines etc are few among that. Cardiac unit is
renovated. When the new born comes we treat in our neonatal unit. We have the C.Pap
warmer etc.
2. Dialysis Unit: Now we have seven dialysis machines. About 20 patients are undergoing
dialysis per day. This year we have shifted the dialysis unit to another spacious room. The
renovation for the dialysis unit was expensive. But for the convenience of the patients it was
done. All the facilities are arranged.
3. Orthopaedic and ophthalmic instruments we bought through your help is a great blessing for
our many patients.
4. Ultrasound (USG) machine, Mammography: Many cancer and other deceased patients are
diagnosed in these machines.
5. Incinerator and Pollution Plants: Our waste management is done through this. This is a great
help for our institution.
6. The water tank and the new pipe connections for water facility is running so well. So
patients are getting good supply of water.
7. Painting works: The hospital is renewed through painting last year. As this is hilly the winds
and rains spoil the building very soon. But last year painting did well.
8. This year’s largest target is SOLAR PLANT and water heaters. This is the biggest solar plant in
this Idukki district so all the minute matters are checking by the electricity board. Now
everything is completed. The agreement with the Electricity board is completing. We hope
this month you can see through internet our solar working. Patients are getting good hot
water though our solar boiler.
9. Dental chair, theatre table, X-ray table are functioning well.

Here so many patients with heart attack coming for treatment. We have only minimum
facilities with that thrombolize to patient and improved from serious condition and referring
to higher centre. So many people’s life is saved.
Some more about our hospital. I know that you are so interesting to here me. Renal
disease are more in Kerala past 3 years. Our dialysis unit is functioning well. 7 dialysis
machines are there. Every month 10-20 patients dialysis done free for poor people
(Rs.20000/-). Even though we are poor but helping as much we can.
Some poison cases are coming these days. There are 48 patients came with poisoning with
in two months. Most of them are young people between 25-35 age group. We could save
the life 44 out of 48 patients. I am very happy to say that it is because of the ventilator
which is given by you. After recovery we have given counseling to them periodically.
One child is born here as unwanted baby of unwed mother. She is from other state. we
have done so much help for mother and help them to adopt the baby by our sisters in
Angamaly.
So we are very much thankful to you my dear friends for the help rendered for all the
above. Thousands of sick people are benefiting from the above machines. May god bless
you all for the great service to our hospital.
Here as you know many calamities are facing through tsunami in sea. Fishermen went for
fishing many died and many are not seen. In the high wind many houses are damaged. So
rescue works going on. But by the grace of God Adimaly area is not disturbed we are safe
and secure. It is through all of your prayers . Thank you. Our heart is full when we write
this. When heart is full words are few. So once again we thank you, thank you, and thank
you in abundance.
Thank you very much specially for helping me to visit Germany and my German friends. I
never forget that month of June in your beautiful native place.
Hope we can meet during your next visit here. We are eagerly waiting for you. Warm
welcome to you all.
Next year’s (2018) schemes we are planning the following:1, NABH – National Accreditation process
2, Fire & Safety Project
3, Development of Ophthalmology department- Phacomachine
Details we will send later
Once again

wishing you a very happy Christmas and bright New

Year.

Thanking You,
Sr.Lincy, Sr.Theodesia & Co. Morning Star Medical Centre.

